Card Club – 2021

Vol. 9: Featuring – Well Groomed

Well Groomed – Floral Slim-Line Card Set

Designed by ~ Ginger Ropp
Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 ea Well Groomed 8 x 8 Paper Pad
(4502265)
1 pk Well Groomed Die-Cut Chipboard
(4502268)
1 pk G45 Staples Shades of Red Flower Asst.
(4502287)
1 pk Slim-Line Cards & Envelopes
(ADP3585-6.119G45)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

Paper trimmer, scissors, scoring tool, bone folder, ruler, pencil,
ball stylus, foam pad, various adhesives, Opt: Black distress ink

Notes:

• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!

— Well Groomed Card Set —

Directions:
Before you begin, trim the card bases to measure
3½” x 8¼”. (Trim off ¼” since the papers are 8”)

• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the
remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

Card #1
1. Cut a piece from the B-side of Purr-fect to measure 8” x 3¼” and
cut another piece to measure 7¾” x 3”.
2. From Cutie Pie, cut a piece to measure 8” x 3¼” and another one
to measure 7¾” x 3.”
3. Layer the larger B-side of Purr-fect and the smaller piece of Cutie
Pie together and adhere to the front of the card.
4. Layer the other two remaining pieces together and adhere them
to the inside of the card. Add the single layered flower to the lower
right hand side.
5. From a scrap of Cutie Pie B-side cut a piece to measure 3” x 17 ⁄8” and adhere
the “Hello Beautiful” chipboard tag to the top leaving an even border. Add foam
adhesive to the back and set aside.
6. From the flower pack remove two large single leaves and
the two larger leaf sprigs and adhere them to the front as
shown. Remove the backing from the foam adhesive of the
chipboard tag and adhere it to the center as shown.
7. Using a ball stylus, tweezers and a foam mat (or a mouse
pad) curl the ends of the petals on the flowers. Rotate the
ball stylus in the center of the flower to cup the petals up.
Use your tweezers to twist the petals as desired.
8. Add glue to the smaller flower and adhere it to the center of the larger flower off setting
the petals. Add a small yellow center in the same manor. Create a smaller flower as well and
adhere them to the front of the card on the right side of the chipboard element.
9. Add double foam adhesive to the left side of the oval chipboard car piece and adhere it to
the left side of the card as shown.
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Card #2
1. From the B-side of Pawsome cut a piece to measure 8” x 3¼” and
cut another piece to measure 7¾” x 3”. Cut the same measurements
with the B-side of Atta Boy.
2. Layer the pieces together as in card #1 step 3. Adhere the piece
that has the paw border on the inside of the card. Trim the “Love
Changes Everything” element from Hot Dawg and add it to the
inside left. Layer the remaining pieces together and adhere them to
the front of the card with foam adhesive.
3. From Hot Dawg trim out the “Best Friends” paw print element and set aside. From
Purr-fect trim out the dog in the tuxedo card to approx 17 ⁄8” x 2½”.
4. Adhere the “Best Friends” element to the right side of the dog card as shown. Adhere
this element to the front of the card along the right side.
5. Adhere a small yellow flower center to the back of the Love chipboard tag and adhere
it to the front of the card as shown.
6. Using three different sizes of daisy shaped flowers, create a large dimensional flower
using your ball stylus and tweezers. Pinch each petal with the tweezers and fold the
petals around to the center. Use the ball stylus on the center of the flowers to make
them “cup”. Add the leaf and flower to the front of the card as shown in the photo.
Card #3
1. From the B-side of Best in Show cut a piece to measure 3¼” x 8” and a piece to 3” x 7¾”.
From Atta Boy cut a piece to 3” x 7¾” and a piece to measure 3¼” x 8” from the B-side.
2. Adhere the smaller piece of Best in Show to the B-side of the larger Atta Boy and adhere it
to the inside of the card. Trim out the “BFF” element from Hot Dawg and adhere it to the inside
along the upper left corner. Add two butterflies as shown. Adhere the remaining two pieces
from step 1 together and adhere them to the front of the card.
3. Adhere one of the leaves to the upper left hand corner of the
card front. Trim out the “Best in Show” journal card from Friends
Fur-ever and add foam adhesive to the back and adhere to the
front, having the right edges even and approximately ¾” from the
top of the card.
4. Create two layered flowers, a smaller one for the upper left hand
corner and a larger one for the lower portion of the card front. Use
your tweezers and ball styles to roll and shape the petals. Layer
the flowers together offsetting petals.
5. Add the “BFF” chipboard tag just below
the “Best in Show” journal card, add a set
of leaves and remaining flower as shown.

You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps
using other papers from the collection!
Find details on the G45 YouTube Channel!
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